
Learning Support/Teaching Assistant

Grade 3 (pay range 4-6)

Job Description

Overview
Posts at this level may be required in any school phase.

The teacher plans lessons and directs learning. Teaching Assistants provide support to the teacher and
through this to pupils and to the teaching of the curriculum. Teaching Assistants work under the
direction of the teacher, whether with the whole class, a small group, or an individual pupil.

All duties will be carried out within recognised procedures or guidelines and the teacher will be
available for support and guidance.

The post holder will be expected to have some expertise/specialism.

There will be some need to interpret information or situations and to solve varied problems. Problems
that are more complex will be referred to the line manager.

No requirement to supervise others, but may demonstrate tasks to new colleagues or give advice and
guidance to others.

Each school in the Trust is organised differently, and the range of duties carried out at this level will be
different in each school. Some jobs may carry out a diverse range of duties whilst others may be
engaged on a narrower range of tasks.

Whilst line management arrangements will vary from school to school, it is likely that the post holder
will report to one of the following: Head Teacher, Deputy, Head of Year, Phase, or SENDCO.

Duties
Support for pupils
● Undertake a range of more specialised tasks to support learning e.g. supporting English and

Maths work, supporting phonics, listening to reading etc.
● Work with pupils, either one-to-one or in small groups, some of whom may have Special

Educational Needs
● Model and support children to follow behaviour rules and use behaviour management systems

as required
● As appropriate, look after sick/upset pupils and attend to physical needs
● Undertake first aid
● Communicate with children, modelling and supporting play to move learning on
Support for the teacher
● Provide support for the teacher during lessons, e.g. through directed work on the English and

Maths curriculum and other curriculum areas, or supervising small groups of pupils whilst the
teacher is carrying out assessments

● Responsible for groups of children including learning and behaviour
● Maintain records of pupil needs and progress
● Assist teaching staff to ensure that the aims and objectives of the school are achieved
● Make accurate and informative observations linked to ability
● Undertake tasks to support the curriculum and assist with events organised as part of the

curriculum
● Support implementation of Government initiatives under the direction of the teacher



Support for school
● Attend and contribute to appropriate review meetings, if required by the Head Teacher
● Undertake lunch duty to provide children with support whilst eating and during playtime
● Be prepared to undergo training as and when required, including off site

The duties and responsibilities of any post may change from time to time, and post holders may be
expected to carry out other work not explicitly mentioned above which is considered to be appropriate
within the existing level of responsibility vested in the post.

Criteria Person Profile Essential Desirable

Technical or
specialist

Experience of working with pupils ✔

Basic knowledge of first aid ✔

Recognised qualifications in English and/or Maths ✔

Knowledge of school policies or procedures ✔

Knowledge and use of a range of educational equipment
– e.g photocopier, guillotine, craft equipment, displays

✔

Knowledge Ability to read and understand instructions ✔

Ability to complete reports such as safeguarding
referrals, incident report form, behaviour diary, progress
reports

✔

Practical knowledge to support pupils in a variety of
lessons and learning environments under direction of the
teacher

✔

Mental skills Research – assisting the teacher with information and
gathering resources as appropriate

✔

Problem solving – ability to recognise and resolve or
report problems

✔

Thinking creatively/developing new ideas – adapt
support given to pupils depending on age and/or ability

✔

Creating a positive learning environment ✔

Interpersonal &
communication

Caring – sensitive to pupil needs ✔

Advice and guidance to pupils on how to manage
situations under the teacher’s direction

✔

Encouraging pupils to complete tasks ✔

Ability to communicate clearly ✔

Ability to encourage participation and give feedback to
pupils

✔



Ability to maintain appropriate level of confidentiality ✔

Administer reading & spelling test, under the direct of
the teacher

✔

Level of
autonomy

Able to work with small groups of pupils when carrying
out specific tasks or on field trips etc

✔

Able to supervise larger numbers of pupils for example
on trips or at lunch or break times

✔

Able to make decisions on when to refer
queries/problems to another member of staff

✔


